
SAMPLE QUESTIONS  

CLASS: F.Y.BMS  

SUB: PRINCIPLES OF MARKERING  

1. Marketers often use the term ________ to cover various groupings of customers.  

2. a.market  

b.buying power  

c.demographic segment  

d.people  

  

3. The buying process starts when the buyer recognizes a _________.  

a.problem or need  

b.an advertisement for the product  

c.a salesperson from a previous visit   

d.Product  

  

4. If a firm is practicing ____________________, the firm is training and effectively  

motivating its customer-contact employees and all of the supporting service people to 

work as a  team to provide customer satisfaction.  

a.internal marketing  

b.interactive marketing  

c.service marketing  

d.double-up marketing   

  

5. ________ markets are made up of members of the distribution chain. a.Channel  

b.Consumer  

c.Business-to-business (industrial)  

d.Institutional  

6. Which of the following is considered a “key player” in the marketing industry? a.marketer  

b.suppliers or vendors  



c.distributors or retailers  

d.all of the above  

  

7. Marketing Mix is the most visible part of the marketing strategy of an organization. a.True   

b.False  

  

7.The promotion “P” of marketing is also known as ________.  

a.Product Differentiation  

b.Distribution  

c.Cost  

d.Marketing Communication  

  

8.When a company distributes its products through a channel structure that includes one or  more 

resellers, this is known as ________.  

a.Indirect marketing  

b.direct marketing  

c.multi-level marketing  

d.integrated marketing  

  

9.In marketing theory, every contribution from the supply chain adds ________ to the product. a.value  

b.costs  

c.convenience  

d.ingredients  

10.The act of trading a desired product or service to receive something of value in return is  known 

as which key concept in marketing?  

a.product   

b.exchange  

c.production   

d.customer  



  

11.Anything that can be offered to a market for attention, acquisition, use, or consumption that  might 

satisfy a want or need is called a :  

a.idea.  

b.demand.  

c.product.  

d.service.  

  

12. Marketing is both an “art” and a “science” there is constant tension between the formulated  

side of marketing and the ________ side.  

a.creative  

b.selling  

c.management  

d.behavior  

  

13.The ________ holds that the organization’s task is to determine the needs, wants, and  interests 

of target markets and to deliver the desired satisfactions more effectively and efficiently  than 

competitors in a way that preserves or enhances the consumer’s and the society’s wellbeing. 

a.customer-centered business  

b.focused business model  

c.societal marketing concept  

d.ethically responsible marketing   

14.At least how many parties should be included in “Exchange”?  

a.Two  

b.Three  

c.Four  

d.Five  

  



15. The skimming, penetration, bargaining and bundling are decided in the ______________ of the 

Marketing Mix strategy.  

a.Price Decisions  

b.Place Decisions  

c.Product Decisions  

d.Promotion Decisions  

  

16.The _____ identifies the product or brand.  

a.Container  

b.Label  

c.Advertisement  

d.Warranty  

  

17. A fundamental part of the distribution function is to get the product:   

a.To the right place at the right time   

b.Launched into new markets   

c.To intermediaries   

d.To market to avoid channel conflict   

  

18. Consumer buying behavior refers to the buying behavior of businesses. a.True  

b.False  

19.Which of the following 4Ps of marketing mix involves decisions regarding channels  coverage, 

assortments, locations, inventories or transports?  

a.Product  

b.Price  

c.Place  

d.Promotion  

  



20.Which of the following is a name, term, sign, symbol, design, or a combination of these,  that 

identifies that maker or seller of a product or service?  

a.Label   

b.Co-brand   

c.Brand  

d.Product  

  

21.Price is the only element in the marketing mix that produces:   

a.Fixed cost   

b.Expense   

c.Variable cost   

d.Revenue  

  

22.Market –oriented firms focus on:   

a.Retailers   

b.Distributors   

c.Customers  

d.Wholesalers  

  

23.Need becomes ________ when they are directed towards a specific object.  a.Actual 

need   

b.Want   

c.Satisfaction   

d.Demand  

  

24.If the aim of the promotion to introduce a new consumer product is to achieve high  awareness 

levels, the firm will most likely make heavy use of _______ in the promotional mix. a.Advertising  

b.Sales promotion  

c.Personal selling  



d.Publicity  

  

25. The basic role of promotion is _____.  

a.Information  

b.Manipulation  

c.Communication  

d.Interpretation  

  

26. Which of the following is not an element of the marketing mix?  

a.Distribution.  

b.Product.  

c.Target market.  

d.Pricing.  

  

27.When customer expectations regarding product quality, service quality, and value-based  price 

are met or exceeded, _____ is created.  

a.customer satisfaction  

b.planning excellence  

c.a quality rift  

d.a value line  

  

28.In a ___________________orientation, the role of marketing research is to determine  customer 

needs and how well the company is satisfying them.  

a.Marketing  

b.Production  

c.Both of the above  

d.None of the above  

  



29.__________ refers to the information a consumer has stored in their memory about a  a.product 

or service.  

b.Product knowledge  

c.Product research  

d.Marketing research  

  

30.One traditional depiction of marketing activities is in terms of the marketing mix or four Ps.   

The four Ps are characterized as being ________.  

a.product, positioning, place, and price  

b.product, production, price, and place  

c.promotion, place, positioning, and price  

d.product, price, promotion, and place  

  

31. ________ marketing has the aim of building mutually satisfying long-term relations with  key 

parties such as customers, suppliers, distributors, and other marketing partners in order to  earn 

and retain their business.  

a.Holistic  

b.Demand-based  

c.Direct  

d.Relationship  

  

32.Which one of the following is a key to build lasting relationships with consumers?  

a.Price of the product  

b.Need recognition  

c.Customer satisfaction  

d.Quality of product  

  

33.The intangible nature of many services can create unique challenges for marketers. a.True  

b.False  



  

34. The extended Ps of service marketing mix are :  

a.People, Product, Place  

b.Price Physical Evidence, Promotion  

c.Physical Evidence, Process, People  

d.Product, Process, Physical Evidence  

  

35.Marketing management is ___.  

a.managing the marketing process  

b.monitoring the profitability of the company’s products and services  

c.the art and science of choosing target markets and getting, keeping, and growing customersthrough 

creating, delivering, and communicating superior customer value d.developing marketing strategies 

to move the company forward  

  

36.Marketing is best defined as:  

A)matching a product with its market.  

B)promoting and selling products.  

C)facilitating satisfying exchange relationships.   

D)distributing products at the right price to stores.  

  

37.A physical, concrete product you can touch is:  

A) a service  

B) a good  

C)an idea  

D) a concept  

E) a philosophy  

  

38.Which of the following is an example of a problem that may arise in the implementation of the 

marketing concept?  



A)By satisfying one segment in society, a firm contributes to the dissatisfaction of other segments.  

B)Consumers do not understand what the marketing concept is.   

C)Dealers do not support the marketing concept.  

D)A product may fit the needs of too many segments.  

  

39.Most specifically, marketing strategy:  

A)is concerned with key decisions required to reach an objective  

B)encompasses selecting and analysing a target market and creating and maintaining an appropriate 

marketing mix  

C)expands geographic boundaries of markets to serve larger geographic areas  

D)involves determining the direction and objectives of marketing management  

  

40.The type of product that results from applying human and mechanical efforts to people or objects is:   

A) a service  

B) a good  

C)an idea  

D) a concept  

E) a philosophy  

  

41.The marketing concept is a philosophy that states that an organisation should try to satisfy 

customers' needs and at the same time: A)increase market share.  

B)increase sales.  

C)achieve the organisation's goals.  

D)always produce high  

E)quality products.  

  

42.The two components of a marketing strategy are:  

A)marketing objectives and promotion  

B)marketing mix and marketing objectives   



C)target market and marketing mix  

D)target markets and promotions  

  

43.McDonald's runs advertisements featuring children, senior citizens, and minority groups. These ads 

indicate that the company: A)is production oriented.  

B)considers only environmental factors.  

C)has several target markets.  

D)lacks focus.  

  

44.The two steps of developing a marketing strategy include selecting and analysing a target market 

and:  

A)selecting a group of persons towards which the firm should direct its marketing efforts.   

B)developing marketing objectives to meet organisation goals  

C)deciding how to organise the marketing department to meet customer needs.  

D)developing a marketing mix that precisely meets the needs of individuals in the target market.  

  

45.To effectively monitor changes in the marketing environment, marketers must engage in:  

A)use of the marketing concept  

B)environmental scanning and analysis   

C)information collection  

D)marketing research   

E)environmental management  

  

46.Many marketers view political forces as:  

A)easily ignored  

B)easily influenced  

C)simple to recognise  

D)beyond their control  

  



47.Marketing strategy during a recession should include:  

A) a reduction in the number of sales personnel  

B) a reduction in the expenditures for newproduct development  

C) a reduction in advertising  

D)promotional efforts that promote value and utility  

  

48.The consumer movement is:  

A)against foreign imports that are much cheaper than products produced in the home market  

B) a movement that is trying to improve consumer satisfaction  

C) a social movement that is able to challenge big business practices  

D) a diverse group of individuals, groups and organisations attempting to protect the rights of 

consumers  

  

49.Which of these statements BEST describes international marketing?  

A)developing and performing marketing activities across national boundaries.  

B)the exporting of goods and services.  

C)the creation of value and the exchange of value between countries.  

D)having firms with operations or subsidiaries located in many countries.  

  

50.When a firm's products are marketed outside its home market and home production is used to 

supply these markets, the firm is engaging in  

A)international marketing.   

B)global marketing.  

C)exporting.   

D)domestic marketing.   

E)unplanned exporting.  

  

51.Global marketing is  

A)the development of marketing strategies for the entire world or major regions of the world.  



B)performing marketing activities across national boundaries.  

C)the creation of value and the exchange of value between countries.  

D)having firms with operations or subsidiaries located in many countries.  

  

52.Global marketing involves developing marketing strategies as if the world is one market. Which one 

of the following marketing mix variables is MOST difficult to standardise for global marketing? A)Brand 

name   

B)Package   

C)Media allocation   

D)Labels  

E)Product characteristics  

  

53.The major factors used to divide markets into consumer markets or organisational markets are the 

A)buyer characteristics and size of purchases.  

B)product prices and buyer characteristics  

C)buyer characteristics and the purposes for which they buy products.  

D)buyer characteristics and product characteristics.  

E)buyers characteristics and the frequency of purchases.  

  

54.Attitude refers to  

A)the internal traits and behaviours that make a person unique.  

B)a set of actions that a person in a particular position is supposed to perform.  

C)competence and efficiency in performing activities.  

D)a person's behaviour caused by information and experience.  

E)one's evaluation, feelings, and behavioural tendencies toward an object or idea.  

  

55.A consumer's buying decisions are affected in part by the people around him or her. These people 

and the forces they exert on a buyer are called A)motivational influences.  

B)social factors.  



C)roles.  

D)personality influences.   

E)cultural influences.  

  

56.Inelastic demand in industrial markets refers to a situation where A)demand 

for a given product fluctuates very little over time.  

B)price increases or decreases will not significantly alter demand for a given product.  

C)demand for a given product fluctuates wildly over time.  

D)the demand for one product depends heavily on the demand for another product.  

E)supply for a given product cannot keep up with the demand for it.  

  

57.Most organisational purchase decisions are made by  A)one 

person.  

B) a team of purchasing agents.  

C)a firm's buying centre.   

D)inventory control personnel.  

  

58.The demand for many industrial products for which a price increase or decrease will not significantly 

affect the demand is:  

A)elastic   

B)inelastic   

C)derived   

D)joint  

  

59.Which one of the following statements BEST characterises marketing research?  

A)research is a continuous process, providing a constant flow of information  

B)research is conducted on a special-project basis  

C)research is performed when routine information is required  

D)research is the basis for making recurring marketing decisions  



  

60.Primary data are BEST described as the:  

A)first batch of data collected for a specific study  

B)data that are observed, recorded, or collected from respondents  

C)data that were compiled for some purpose other than the study current study D)data 

that are collected from a computerised data base  

  

61.Data compiled inside or outside the organisation for some purpose other than the current research 

investigation are termed data:  

A)organisational   

B)primary   

C)secondary   

D)exploratory   

E)descriptive  

  

62.The first step in planning a marketing research project is:  

A)conducting a cost/benefit analysis   

B)searching the environment   

C)defining and locating problems   

D)assessing organisation resources   

E)defining goals and objectives  

  

63.The three psychographic dimensions most commonly used in market segmentation are:   

A)personality, perception and learning  

B)personality, perception and behaviour   

C)motives attitudes and lifestyles   

D)personality, motives and lifestyles  

  

64.The purpose of market segmentation is to:  



A)differentiate among similar products  

B)divide the total market to allow the marketer to develop a more precise marketing mix  

C)reduce the overall cost of marketing activities  

D)identify a single marketing mix that will be satisfy market segments  

E)meet the needs of homogeneous markets  

  

65.A product's is the place it occupies in the minds of consumers relative to competing brands:  

A)segment   

B)position   

C)attribute   

D)image   

  

66.A product's position is defined by:   

A)the consumer  

B)the marketer  

C)the industry  

D)competitors   

E)the market  

  

67.According to the text, a product is  

A)everything the customer receives in an exchange.  

B)the physical object the customer receives in an exchange.  

C)the service that is rendered to a customer.  

D)the idea that the customer receives in an exchange.  

  

68.A brand name is one of the elements of the   

A)core product  

B)actual product   

C)augmented product.  



  

69.A product's packaging is considered to be part of the   

A)core product  

B)augmented product   

C)actual product  

  

70.A product mix is best described as:  

A)all products offered by a firm  

B)product, distribution, promotion, and price  

C)all products of a particular type  

D)a group of closely related products  

  

71.What measure of the product mix involves the number of product lines a company offers?  

A)Quality  

B)Consistency   

C)Depth   

D)Width   

E)Size  

  

72.The width of a product mix is measured by the number of product  

 A)dimensions in the product line.  

B)features in each brand.  

C)items in the product line.  

D)lines a company offers.   

E)specialties a company offers.  

  

73.The stage of the product life cycle, generates most sales revenue for the firm.  

A)introduction   

B)growth   



C)maturity   

D)decline  

  

74.Own label brands are initiated and owned by  A)manufacturers 

only.  

B)manufacturers and retailers.  

C)wholesalers only.  

D)manufacturers and wholesalers.   

E)wholesalers or retailers.  

  

75.Marketers should view packaging as a major strategic tool, especially for  A)consumer 

convenience products.  

B)consumer shopping products.   

C)industrial products.  

D)specialty products.  

  

76.___packaging means that the product is packaged in line with the packaging practices associated 

with a particular product category.  

A)Category-consistent   

B)Category-specific   

C)Innovative   

D)Multiple-category   

  

77.Multiple packaging is   

A)likely to increase demand.  

B)the same as family packaging.  

C)the most effective type of packaging.  

D)the most expensive type of packaging.  

  



78.The label on a soft drink can reads "cool and refreshing." For what reason are these words used?  

A)To provide information  

B)To encourage multiple purchases  

C)To promote the product  

D)To satisfy legal requirements  

  

79.A brand is BEST defined as a  

A)registered design or symbol that is displayed on the product.   

B)related group of words that describe the product.  

C)name, symbol, design, or combination of these that identifies a seller's products.   

D)copyrighted word(s) that give the manufacturer exclusive ownership  

E)name of the manufacturer of the product.  

  

80.One distinguishing factor between a brand name and a brand mark is that a brand name A)creates 

customer loyalty.  

B)consists of words.  

C)identifies only one item in the product mix.   

D)implies an organization's name.  

  

81.____brands usually require a producer to become involved in distribution, promotion, and pricing 

decisions.  

A)Retailer   

B)Manufacturer   

C)Own label   

D)Wholesaler  

  

82.When a firm uses one of its existing brand names as part of a brand name for an improved or new 

product, the branding is called____  

A)Individual branding   

B)Overall family branding  



C)Line family branding   

D)Brand-extension branding  

  

83.When___branding is used, all of a firm's products are branded with the same name or at least part of 

the name.  

A)individual   

B)trademark   

C)family   

D)selective   

E)extension  

  

84.The four levels of brands are the tangible product, the basic brand, the potential brand and the 

___brand.  

A)targeted   

B)augmented   

C)aggregated   

D)positioned  

  

85.A secondary-use package can best be defined as one that   

A)can be used as a promotional tool.  

B)can be reused for purposes other than its initial use.   

C)facilitates transportation, storage, and handling for middlemen.   

D)is recyclable and environmentally safe.  

  

86.Labeling is important for three reasons, including promotional and legal reasons. What is the third 

reason?  

A)Marketing   

B)Branding  

C)Strategic   

D)Informational  



  

87.Labeling is important for informational, legal and___reasons.  

A)marketing   

B)branding   

C)strategic   

D)promotional  

  

88.A company wanting to maintain market share during the maturity stage requires moderate and 

sometimes large  

A)advertising expenditures.   

B)distribution expenditures.   

C)production expenditures.   

D)price increases.  

E)packaging modifications  

  

89.Product elimination can best be described as the process of deleting a product from the product mix 

when it  

A)is perceived as a failure by top management.   

B)increases production costs and decreases profits.   

C)no longer responds to promotional efforts.  

D)no longer satisfies a sufficient number of customers.  

  

90.The test-marketing stage:  

A)is an extension of the screening stage  

B)should come immediately after business analysis  

C)ensures that the product will not fail  

D)is a sample launching of the entire marketing mix  

E)prevents competitors from copying the product  

  



91.During the growth stage of the product life cycle, the marketer should A)fortify 

the product position.  

B)move to exclusive distribution.  

C)raise the price.  

D)increase promotion as a percentage of sales.  

  

92.Which of the following is generally viewed as a business or industrial service?  

A)Hair care services   

B)Marketing research   

C)Dry cleaning   

D)Therapeutic massages   

  

93.A channel of distribution is a group of individuals and organisations that  A)directs 

the flow of products from producers to customers.  

B)links producers to other marketing intermediaries.  

C)takes title to products and resells them.  

D)manages transportation and warehousing functions.  

  

94.Most, but not all, marketing channels have marketing intermediaries. A marketing intermediary, 

sometimes called a middleman, A)is always a wholesaler.  

B)links producers to other middlemen or the ultimate users of the products.  

C)always sells products to retailers.  

D)does not take title to products.  

  

95.Customers who purchase encyclopaedias from door-to-door salespeople are acquiring products 

through  

A)the most efficient channel of distribution.  

B)the most common type of marketing channel.  

C) a direct-marketing channel.  



D) a business-to-business channel of distribution.  

96.Firms that truly adopt the marketing concept develop a distinct organisational culture based on a 

shared set of beliefs that make ___the pivotal point of the firm's decisions about strategy and 

operations.  

A)beating competitors   

B)increasing market share   

C)customers' needs   

D)marketing implementation   

E)marketing control  

  

97.A marketing unit can be organised according to functions, products, regions, and_______ A)sales.  

B)target markets.   

C)competitive units.   

D)types of customer.  

  

98.The most common reason for marketing strategies turning out differently than expected is 

that______  

A)marketing implementation is poorly conceived.  

B)not enough resources are devoted to marketing implementation.  

C)the marketing environment changes too frequently.  

D)failure to realise that marketing implementation is just as important as marketing strategy.  

  

99.The marketing control process consists of_______  

A)establishing goals, market scanning, and market share analysis.  

B)establishing standards, evaluating performance, and reducing the differences between desired and 

actual performance.  

C)establishing goals and measuring performance.  

D)setting objectives, implementing strategies, and reducing the differences between desired and actual 

performance.  

  



100.The first step in the marketing control process is to_______  A)take 

corrective action.  

B)establish performance standards.   

C)evaluate actual performance.  

D)compare actual performance and standards.  

E)reduce the difference between actual and desired standards.  

  

101.The most widely used method for analysing the performance of a marketing strategy is________ 

A)cost analysis.  

B)sales analysis.   

C)distribution analysis.   

D)promotional analysis.   

E)target market analysis.  

  

102.Organising a marketing unit by regions works well for a company that ________ A)produces 

and markets diverse products.  

B)is small and has a centralised marketing operation.  

C)markets products nationally and internationally.  

D)has several groups of customers whose needs and problems are different.  

  

103.___refers to the co-ordination of internal exchanges between the organisation and its employees to 

better achieve successful external exchanges between the organisation and its customers.  

A)Internal management  

B)Internal leadership   

C)Empowerment   

D)Internal marketing  

  



104.The managerial actions taken by Sears to make all members of the organisation understand and 

accept their respective roles in implementing the marketing strategy are referred to as______ 

A)internal management.  

B)extended marketing.  

C)intended marketing.  

D)external marketing.  

E)internal marketing.  

  

105.The final step in the marketing control process is to _______ A)take 

corrective action.  

B)establish performance standards.   

C)evaluate actual performance.  

D)compare actual performance and standards.  

E)reduce the difference between actual and desired standards.  

  

106.Marketing ethics refers to principles that define ______ A)improper 

behaviour in marketing.  

B)acceptable conduct in society.   

C)improper behaviour in business.   

D)acceptable conduct in marketing.  

  

107.Which of the following employees is responsible for setting the ethical tone for the entire 

marketing organisation?  

A)the marketing director  

B)all marketing employees  

C)the product manager  

D)the personnel director  

  



108.____refers to the development, pricing, promotion and distribution of products that do_______ not 

harm the environment.   

A)Marketing ethics   

B)Social responsibility  

C)Environmental marketing   

D)Green marketing  

  

109.____is the father of marketing  

A.Philip Kotler's  

B.Seth Godin  

C.Evan Bailyn  

D.Ross Simmonds  

  

110.___property is the ownership of real estates.  

A.real   

B.financial  

C.fake  

D.gold  

  

111.___ properties related to stocks and bonds.  

A.financial  

B.real   

C.original  

D.land  

  

112.___marketing widely promote ideas.  

A.individual  

B.social   

C.firm  



D.sales  

  

113.companies will more likely develop products that match off with the needs of ___.  

A.manufacturers  

B.company  

C.customers  

D.retailers  

  

114.___ is the first variable of marketing mix.  

A.Product  

B.Price  

C.Promtion  

D.Place  

  

115.A product can be divided into three parts that is a product augmented,core product and tertiary 

product. A.True  

B.False  

  

116.___ of the product is depend upon a lot of different variables.  

A.Price  

B.Product  

C.Promtion  

D.Place  

  

117.___ refers to distribution channel of product.  

A.Product  

B.Price  

C.Promtion  

D.Place  



  

118.___ decides the segmentation targeting and position of the product  

A.Price  

B.Product  

C.Promtion  

D.Place  

  

119.___ plays a crucial role while deciding the strategy of an organisation.  

A.Marketing Mix  

B.Markting strategy  

C.Organisation  

D.Promtion  

  

120.___ has a product focus and mostly producer driven.  

A.Market  

B.Selling  

C.Brand  

D.Product  

  

121.___ is one of the most important activity in the business.  

A.Marketing  

B.Selling  

C.Management  

D.Promtion  

  

122.___ are wishes of human, buying power will convert these wants to demand.  

A.Demand  

B.Wants  

C.Brand  



D.Product  

  

123.___ is want backed by buying power.  

A.Product  

B.Wants  

C.Demand  

D.Selling  

  

124.The ___ process is the process by which two or more parties gives something of value to each other 

two satisfies the perceived needs.  

A.Buy  

B.Sell  

C.Exchange  

D.Transaction  

  

125A trade between two parties that involves at least two things of value, agreed-upon conditions, a 

time of agreement, and a place of agreement.  

A.Exchange  

B.Transfer  

C.Product  

D.Transaction           

  


